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Futura x Nike Sportswear the much anticipated Air Force 1 joint project was finally officially launched, in addition to previous
exposure Nike Sportswear announced the other styles of a pair of new color of the joint. This pair of boots in style for the design of the
Futura x Nike " Perf" Air Force; 1 Hi at first glance really attract the focus of many people. The overall color to gray and the spindle,
with a suede material to create excellent texture, and seamless details of more people with admiration, in addition to transparent
outsole Futura signature is the pair of shoes of some joint details. This pair of Futura x Nike Sportswear " Perf'Air Force 1 Hi.
has been on sale in stores across the country specific 

NIKE almost every year Valentine's Day shoes suit, such as DUNK, FORCE, CF, Air, Stab... This year's Spring Festival. Also in
February 14th, so Nike must be busy at putting up installations. But unlike in the past, Nike chose the 1981 Dynasty High as the lead
of the suit, and it was the first time in 18 years to know that the shoes were the fossils. The shoes with full leather design, red and blue
water is very eye-catching slightly more cartoon color. This suite has been listed in Japan Limited, and the price is not high,
interested friends can go to Lotte stroll, perhaps there was an unexpected discovery. (Photo by Limited ;
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